The Results Are In
What current participants are saying about the Mobile Health Provider Program

VA recently surveyed more than 1,800 Mobile Health Provider Program participants at 18 different locations about how they are using their VA-issued mobile devices to support care delivery to Veterans.

12,000+ Mobile devices

40+ VA Medical Facilities Received Devices

91% of users like that VA is providing new and innovative tools

67% of users believe mobile access to email has made them more productive

43% of users say their device has improved their ability to educate and explain clinical concepts to patients

“My office is in one building, but I see patients in three different buildings. Sometimes finding a work station and logging on can take me 30 minutes to get access to a chart, but now I can do this in minutes.”

Christopher Mastriano
Speech Pathologist
VA Boston Healthcare System

* Launched in February 2014, the Mobile Health Provider Program distributes tablet computers to VA health care staff to provide them with access to patient and operational information beyond the traditional workstation. To read what other care teams are saying about the Mobile Health Provider Program visit the program’s Success Stories page at mobile.va.gov/providers/successstories.